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Welcome to the miniature world of LED lighting! Whether 
a first-time or long-time electronics enthusiast, our goal is 
to make lighting your projects simple, painless, and fun! 

The Morsel has been designed to provide 9 
simultaneous light effects for your projects, grouped in 
15 preloaded themes, all within a footprint of 32mm x 
32mm. 

This manual explains how to connect the Morsel with 
different LED’s, power sources, and other PowerCookie 
Boards devices. It also explains how to configure the 
current theme and light levels. Finally, it includes a 
reference table of all preloaded themes. 

How to Connect... 
...LED’s to the Morsel 
Most LED’s work with the Morsel, including 3V 
resistorless LED’s (micro, 3mm, 5mm, etc) and inline 
resistor LED’s designed to operate between 4-24V. 
Compound LED’s, such as LED strips or LED’s with 
other circuits will not work. 

The green connectors house 9 LED ports that accept 
either bare LED leads or wires that go to the LED’s. The 
ports are labeled a+ through i+. The + indicates the 
positive side of the LED, known as the anode. This is 
typically red when wired, or the longer lead if bare. This 
side will always be at 5V. The a (and other letters) 
indicates the negative side of the LED, known as the 
cathode, and is typically black when wired. This side will 
vary from 5V down to 0V. 

If the LED doesn’t light, the connection may be reversed. 

Avoid connecting the G pin or touching the micro USB 
casing to either the LED cathode, +, or 5V pin as that 
may damage the product and power source!  

...Power to the Morsel 
PowerCookie Boards does not sell power sources for our 
boards due to the ubiquity of USB. You may already own 
one of the following: 

● Micro USB adapter (such as cell phone 
chargers) 

● Another Morsel to “daisy chain” to this one 
● Battery pack with 3xAA or 3xAAA batteries 

Caution: Do not use the micro USB adapter and the 
battery pack power options at the same time! 

Micro USB power 
Whether from a standard or quick-charge adapter, or 
from a USB battery pack, the micro USB power option is 
easiest to connect. (Note: the micro USB connector is 
designed upside-down on the board.) 

“Daisy chaining” power 
One Morsel may share its power with other Morsel’s by 
connecting the G/5V/CC pins of one board to the other’s 
G/5V/CC pins using a typical servo cable 
(female-to-female) or “daisy chaining” wires available 
from PowerCookie Boards. This is a convenient option 
since it requires less power sources. The limit of 
connected Morsel’s is the power source’s rated 
amperage (see the Technical Specifications at the end 
of the manual for estimating maximum connections). 

Battery pack 
This option is more advanced than the others, for it 
requires more care to ensure the product is not 
damaged. From the battery pack, the positive side 
(typically red) must connect to the 5V pin of the Morsel. 
The negative side (typically black) must connect to the G 
pin. 

Caution: Do not reverse the 5V and G connections, or 
the product may be damaged! 

Caution: Do not use battery packs that exceed 5.99V 
fully charged! 

How to Configure 
There is an optional input pin labeled CC. It performs a 
special function if connected. 

There are also two buttons labeled Dim and File. Each 
performs a specific function that is remembered on 
power up. 

CC pin (optional) 
The CC pin performs a scaling on the brightness of each 
LED port by the signal coming through the CC pin 
(except for the “1970’s Computer Display” theme). If the 
pin is tied to 5V, all the lights will appear off. This can be 
used as a simple “switch” to turn lights on and off. 

The CC pin can also accept the signal from the lettered 
side of an LED port from another Morsel. The pin then 
would act as a fader in this case, scaling brightness by 
the other Morsel’s light effect. 

Dim 
The Dim button adjusts the brightness of all LED’s, 
allowing 4 choices: Full power, Half power, Fourth 
power, and Eighth power (the dimmest). Holding the 
button down for two seconds resets it to Full power. 

File 
The File button steps through each of the 15 preloaded 
themes. Holding the button down for two seconds resets 
it to the first theme. 

Themes 
A theme is a collection of light effects that work 
independently or in tandem with each other. They are 
grouped according to what effects may be desired for a 
diorama. Custom themes may be set through an 
upcoming ComLink device (a product of PowerCookie 
Boards) and computer app Theme Designer (soon freely 
available from the website PowerCookieBoards.com.) A 
summary of the 15 preloaded themes follow. 

  



1 - All On 

a-i Fully on 

2 - Airport 

a-f Landing strip 

g Barricade light 

h Daytime air traffic control tower 

i Radio tower at night 

3 - City 

a-c Eat at Joe’s sign 

d-e Mercury vapor lamps (turning on and off as if different 
circuits) 

f Flickering back alley light 

g TV glow (on earlier and later, but not “during dinner”) 

h Radio tower, strobes while lighter, fading while darker 

i Sky brightness from day to dusk 

4 - 1970’s Computer Display 

a-i Randomly lights LED’s, CCpin sets  “compute speed” 

5 - Construction Zone 

a-c Barricade lights out of sync with each other 

d-e Arc welding, and molten surface glow 

f Strobing hazard light 

g-h Alternating utility truck strobes 

i Fully on 

6 - Disco 

a-d Randomized floor pattern (a pulses every 4 beats) 

e-h Randomized overhead pattern (e pulses every 4 
beats) 

i Dance strobe 

7 - Future Dystopia 

a-c Extreme slow fade between three lights/colors 

d Alien glowing tech 

e Burning barrel 

f Failing lamp 

g-h Sparking debris 

i Fully on 

8 - Industrial 

a-c Barricade lights out of sync with each other 

d-e Arc welding, and molten surface glow 

f Failing ballast 

g Mining laser 

h Antenna light 

i Fully on 

9 - Lighthouse 

a-h Rotating beacon 

i Slow fading incandescent beacon 

10 - Medieval/Western/Enchanted Forest 

a-b Candles (independent of each other) 

c Torch 

d-e Blacksmith forge furnace glow affected by “bellows”, 
and flickering flame also affected by “bellows” 

f Torch 

g Magician’s fire 

h Campfire 

i Sky brightness from day to dusk 

11 - Pirate Attack 

a-f Randomly firing cannons 

g Torch 

h-i Sea lanterns (independent of each other) 

12 - Sci-Fi Battle 

a-b Dual cannon turbo laser (alternates cannons, firing up 
to 3 shots in sequence) 

c-f Randomly firing laser turrets (firing up to 3 shots in 
sequence, also independent of each other) 

g-h Obelisk of Light laser beam and charging/cooling 
beacon firing on timed interval 

i Horizon blast 

 
  

13 - Secret Lab 

a-c Extreme slow fade between three lights/colors 

d-e Bubbling liquids 

f Heartbeat 

g-h Randomly arcing zaps (independent of each other) 

i Alien glowing tech 

14 - Steampunk 

a-b Victorian gas lamps (independent of each other) 

c Torch 

d-e Forge with furnace glow and flickering flame affected 
by “bellows” 

f Torch 

g Sparking debris 

h Boiler fire 

i Fully on 

15 - Storm 

- The storm will randomly create a severe lightning 
strike, blowing a transformer and killing power to the 3 
circuits on the grid in quick, successive order. The TV 
will lose power, and a flashlight will turn on after 
sometime. The transformer will keep sparking while 
disabled, but eventually will stop and power will return 
to the grid, flashlight turns off and TV turns on. 

a-c Power grid circuits 1-3 

d TV glow, which is on power circuit 3 

e Flashlight (on sometime after power is lost) 

f Transformer blowing and subsequently sparking 

g Lightning flashes in the sky 

h Radio tower (does not lose power) 

i Dimly on 

 

Technical Specifications 
Dimensions: 32mm x 32mm x 14mm 
Operating Voltage: 2.4 - 5.99 Volts 
Operating Current (no LED’s attached): 3 - 10mA 
Maximum Current (all LED’s attached, full on): 200 - 250mA 


